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GERMAN Q1 GDP: SOLID AT HOME, WOBBLY ABROAD 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

A healthy rebound in German machinery and construction investment was the key positive elementA healthy rebound in German machinery and construction investment was the key positive elementA healthy rebound in German machinery and construction investment was the key positive elementA healthy rebound in German machinery and construction investment was the key positive element amidst 
an overall growth slowdown in Q1, as GDP growth fell to 0.3% qoq, down from 0.7% in Q4. While another solid 
expansion in private and public consumption rounded off strong domestic demand, volatile inventories and 
negative net exports growth prevented a better overall outcome. That suggests that the growth weakness in China 
and other emerging markets as well as the weather-induced US growth pause at least temporarily halted Germa-
ny’s traditional growth engine, while strong domestic demand boosted imports. 
 
TTTThe strong uptick in business investment reflects fading uncertaintyhe strong uptick in business investment reflects fading uncertaintyhe strong uptick in business investment reflects fading uncertaintyhe strong uptick in business investment reflects fading uncertainty despite the Greek and Russian risks, 
another drop in borrowing costs thanks to the ECB’s aggressive quantitative easing and a structurally sound 
economy. Investment will have to play a bigger role to sustain trend growth rates, too, although the latest easing 
of business sentiment indicators suggests a more moderate pace. With the oil price rebounding and consumer 
confidence cooling at least on some measures, consumption growth will probably do well if it stays at the Q1 level 
in the coming quarters. It will however remain a pillar of growth due to a strong labour market, low inflation and 
low interest rates. The full effect of the weaker euro on export volumes has yet to kick in and a growth rebound in 
the US and other important export markets should deliver more neutral net exports. That should support solid 
growth rates in coming quarters and leave our full year forecast of 1.8% GDP growth on track. 
 
German GDP German GDP German GDP German GDP % qoq, sa% qoq, sa% qoq, sa% qoq, sa    Q1Q1Q1Q1    2222015015015015    Q4 2014Q4 2014Q4 2014Q4 2014    Q3 2014Q3 2014Q3 2014Q3 2014    Q2 2014Q2 2014Q2 2014Q2 2014    

GDP 0.3 0.7 0.1 -0.1 

Private consumption 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.0 

Government cons. 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.7 

Investment 1.5 0.8 -1.2 -1.7 

   Machinery & equipment 1.5 0.4 -1.4 0.6 

   Construction inv. 1.7 1.3 -1.5 -3.7 

Exports 0.8 1.0 1.5 1.0 

Imports 1.5 1.9 0.8 0.7 

Growth contributionsGrowth contributionsGrowth contributionsGrowth contributions        

   Final domestic demand 0.8 0.6 0.2 -0.1 

   Inventories -0.3 0.4 -0.5 -0.1 

   Net exports -0.2 -0.3 0.4 0.2 

 
Note: Seasonally adjusted, not workday adjusted. Source: Destatis 
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